F1D27X24 - Narrow Pullout Cabinet plus File Drawer
A Narrow '27 Series' Cabinet

Half Pullout Cabinet - Half File Cabinet
This narrow Can-Am cabinet provides a combination of a flip-door storage area and one 12-inch deep hanging file or general purpose
drawer. Perfect as a desk pedestal or office furniture. The bottom drawer allows safe storage of hanging files or larger items while
added opportunities lie behind the top door. Add a shelf or pullout and you have found the perfect place to store your printer. Whatever
you want - wherever you want it. Its narrow width allows it to fit into small rooms, spaces and corners.
A Small Cabinet Made For Big Things. This cabinet is ideal for storing larger items up to 12” in height while not taking up too
much of your space. Want it in a desk? By itself? In any configuration? You’re in the right place. Take this narrow cabinet and go
configure. Stack it with any other narrow Can-Am cabinet or line it up with any other cabinet in the 27” series for a configuration that
meets your needs. Take two and add a Can-Am top for a great desk! Like the others, this cabinet proves itself to be safe, sturdy and
convenient. The full extension sliders mean you have access to every inch of space.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 60 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 23.5" W x 26.75" H x 20" D
Inside Bottom Drawer: 20” W x 12" H x 18" D
Inside Top Drawer: 20”W x 12”H x 18” D
Weight Capacity: 100 lb per drawer
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat available in 18 colors
Lock: Standard (Cabinets can be ordered without locks)

F1D27X24 is the narrow version of FCOM1D27. It is sized like
our other narrow cabinets in the 27 series, allowing for many
different configurations to be created.
Note: Because there is no divider between the top and bottom
halves, a pullout shelf, mini drawer, or stationary shelf is a
necessary addition to the flip door pullout section. These items
are sold separately so you can choose which is right for you.

FEATURES
- Combines a 12" drawer and pullout storage for lots of flexibility
- Two key locks for added safety and security
- The 12” deep drawer can be configured for legal or letter sized
hanging files or for storing larger items
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders
- Includes hardware for connecting when stacking
- Rear wiring hole with plastic bushing keeps you connected

- Room for lots of standard components and oversized items
- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet
off the floor. The levelers rest in dimples topside for positive
positioning when stacking
- Provides dust-free space efficient storage
- Series of tabs accept pullout or stationary shelves or mini-drawers,
which can be placed in several positions in the flip-door area
- Like all Can-Am cabinets, there is no assembly required.

CAPACITY: Bottom drawer holds taller items up to 12” in height and weighing up to 100 lb.

MATCHING CABINETS
The F1D27X24 shares the
dimensions of these cabinets.
Useful for setups that need
to be at a common height.
M4D27X24

CH27X24

M3D27X24

HF27X24

F2D27X24

OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / TOPs / LABEL HOLDERS / PULLOUT SHELF / STATIONARY SHELF / MINI DRAWER
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